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Heifer’s mission is...
To work with communities to end hunger and poverty and to 
care for the earth.
Heifer’s strategy is...
To “pass on the gift.” As people share their animals’ offspring 
with others — along with their knowledge, resources, and 
skills — an expanding network of hope, dignity, and self-
reliance is created that reaches around the globe.
Heifer’s History
This simple idea of giving families a source of food rather 
than short-term relief caught on and has continued for over 
60 years. Today, millions of families in 128 countries have 
been given the gifts of self-reliance and hope.

Heifer Envisions...
A world of communities living together in peace and 
equitably sharing the resources of a healthy planet.

HEIFER’S MISSION 

Heifer International,
 1 World Avenue, 

Little Rock, AR/USA 72202 
Tel.: (800) 422-0474 
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To End Hunger & Poverty Heifer’s mission is to work with 
communities to end hunger and poverty and care for the earth. 
By giving families a hand-up, not just a hand-out, we empower 
them to turn lives of hunger and poverty into self-reliance and 
hope, as well.

With gifts of livestock and training, we help families improve 
their nutrition and generate income in sustainable ways. We  
refer to the animals as “living loans” because in exchange for  
their livestock and training, families agree to give one of its 
animal’s offspring to another family in need. It’s called Passing 
on the Gift —a cornerstone of our mission that creates an ever-
expanding network of hope and peace.

Read some of the inspiring Success Stories from our partners 
around the globe that have had their lives changed as a result  
of Heifer’s great work.

 GET INVOLVED 

Ending world hunger and poverty globally is a large feat but it’s 
not unrealistic. It takes each and every single one of us to do our 
part to be able to attain a world without poverty and hunger. Heifer 
offers various avenues for public involvement.

HELP HEIFER FIGHT HUNGER

Volunteer  Help struggling families around the world find new 
beginnings by lending your time and talents to Heifer.
Visit the Learning Centers Experience firsthand successful 
solutions to hunger, poverty and saving the environment at
three scenic educational sites across the U.S.
Become a Corporate Partner Join businesses, both large and 
small, that are helping Heifer achieve its mission to end
hunger and poverty through innovative partnerships.
Take a Study Tour Travel with a purpose by visiting Heifer 
project sites around the world, and learn more about the 
families and communities that have become truly self-reliant.
Fund-raising Ideas Discover innovative ideas for fighting 
hunger from groups and individuals just like you.
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